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THE BLUNT PLATE IN HYPERSONIC FLOW
By Donald L. Baradell and Mitchel H. Bertram
SUMMARY
The sonic-wedge characteristics method has been used to obtain the
shock shapes and surface pressure distributions on several blunt two-
dimensional shapes in a hypersonic stream for several values of the
ratio of specific heats. These shapes include the blunt slab at angle
of attack and power profiles of the form Yb = axm_ where 0 ( m ( i,
Yb and x are coordinates of the body surface, and a is a constant.
These numerical results have been compared with the results of blast-
wave theory 3 and methods of predicting the pressure distributions and
shock shapes are proposed in each case.
The effects of a free-stream conical-flow gradient on the pressure
distribution on a blunt slab in hypersonic flow were investigated by the
sonic-wedge characteristics method and were found to be sizable in many
cases. Procedures which are satisfactory for reducing pressure data
obtained in conical flows with small gradients are presented.
INTRODUCTION
When a body with a blunt leading edge travels through a fluid at
hypersonic speeds, the pressures induced on the afterbody by the blunt
leading edge can be of sufficient magnitude to dominate the flow far
downstream of the leading edge. In considering such a flow which is
dominated by a blunt leading edge it has been found useful to invoke
the theory of the decay of intense blast waves (see refs. i to i0).
Use of a blast-wave analogy has indicated the parameters governing the
effect of a blunt leading edge on the pressures and shock shape over a
flat plate_ and numerical calculations for a slab at zero angle of attack
have upheld the correlating power of these parameters (refs. ii and 12).
An examination of the flow similarities which exist behind an intense
blast wave indicates that blast-wave theory might also be used in the
study of hypersonic flow past certain classes of power bodies (ref. 8).
The pressures induced by the blunt leading edge on a slab at an
angle of attack to the stream have been obtained by use of the sonic-wedge
2characteristics technique over a range of h_ersonic Machnumbers, and
an attempt has been madeto correlate these results on the basis of the
parameters predicted by blast-wave theory. In order to investigate the
validity of the blast-wave analogy in the case of power profiles, numer-
ical solutions have been obtained by appllc_Ltion of the sonic-wedge
leading-edge concept together with rotatlom_l characteristics theory as
was done in the flat-plate investigation (refs. ii to 13). The pres-
sure distributions on the power profiles at zero angle of attack have
been obtained over a range of hypersonic Math numbers, and methods of
predicting these pressures are presented.
In order to determine the effect of th_ value of the ratio of spe-
cific heats (7), both the blunt-slab and the power-profile investigation
were performed over a range of 7 from 1.2 to 1.8, and these results
are correlated on the basis of the blast-wave parameters.
Since muchhypersonic wind-tunnel testing is performed in conical
nozzles which produce a diverging flow with a pressure gradient along
the flow axis, the problem of interpreting results obtained in such a
nozzle is of prime importance. In order to examine the effect of these
external flow gradients on the flow field _.out a blunt plate and to
determine the best method for reducing data obtained in such a flow,
the sonic-wedge characteristics method was _pplied to this problem and
numerical solutions were obtained for 7 = 5/3 and 7/5 at several hyper-
sonic Machnumbers.
SYMBOLS
a constant
CD,n nose drag coefficient
Dn nose drag
E energy
F, f, G functions of n and 7
K blast-wave correlation parameter,
M Machnumber
dM
M' _
(see eqs,, (1), (5), (5), and (6))
t for planar caseM3CD, n
mn
P
R
r
rn
r o
L_r = r - rn
s
t
u_
- x, y
7
5s
E
8
P
T
Subscripts:
b
Z
n
exponent in power-profile equation (y = xm)
index number (see eq. (i))
static pressure on body surface
distance from X-axis to shock
distance from origin of source flow
distance from origin of source flow to nose of model
distance from origin of source flow to surface along
which M = i
distance along body axis (see fig. l(b))
nose diameter or leading-edge thickness
free-stream velocity
coordinates (see fig. l)
angle of attack, deg
ratio of specific heats
deflection angle which produces sonic flow behind the shock
shock angle
flow angle
density
time P
conditions along body surface
local conditions
free-stream conditions just ahead of model leading edge
4sh
TW
oo
shock
values obtained from tangent-wedge theory
free-stream conditions in uniform flow
THEORETICAL APPROACHES
Blast-Wave Theory
The blast-wave problem, that is the motion and effects of the
blast wave produced when a finite amount of energy is suddenly released
in an infinitely concentrated form was first discussed by Taylor (ref. 1),
who considered the growth of a spherical blast wave. Since then Lin,
Sakurai, Lees, Cheng, Chernyi, and others have extended the work of
Taylor to include cylindrical and planar waves and have recognized and
explored the feasibility of applying the results of blast-wave theory
to problems connected with hypersonic flight (refs. 2 to 10). These
investigators predict a law of propagation fc,r such intense blast waves
which may be expressed as
1
2
F(n,_)/-_-_3+n_
R = \,_./ (1)
where
R distance from origin of explosion
P_ density of undisturbed medium
E energy of blast
T time
n = 0, i, or 2 for the planar, cylindrical, or spherical cases,
respectively
This formula is expected to predict the shape of the bow shock
produced by a blunt-nose (or blunt-leading-edge) body traveling through
a fluid at hypersonic speeds in the region net too close to the nose and
not so far downstream so that the shock may ro longer be considered
"strong."
For such a body, if the drag of the nose is much greater than the
drag of the afterbody, the energy E may be taken as equal to the drag
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5of the nose and is therefore effectively constant. Here E has the
units of energy/area for the planar case, energy/length for the axisym-
metric case, and the energy itself for the spherical case. For the
planar case, unit width is considered. For the blunt slab the energy
in the flow field about one surface is only one-half the total energy
and is therefore taken as one-half the total nose drag. Using these
considerations, the formula for E can be written as
L
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Dn (_)n p_u2tl+n (2)
E = 21_----_ = 4 CD,n
where
CD,n
t
nose drag coefficient
nose thickness
n = 0 or i for planar or axisymmetric case, respectively
Combining equations (1) and (2) and taking T = x/U_ there is obtained
R_= f(n, 7)CD_n3+---n(_)3+n (3)
For a strong shock the pressure distribution behind the shock is
given by
Ps===hh. 72+__ M 2sin2c _ _ M2 _!R/t)7 2
p_ 7 + i _(xlt)]
(4)
This equation indicates the limits within which blast-wave theory is
expected to apply to hypersonic blunt-body flow fields. The first half
of equation (4) holds only for M_2sin2c >> 72--_; the second half holds
d(R/t_] 2only if sin2c _ _d(x/t = tan2c. Therefore, blast-wave theory is
not expected to apply either too far downstream of the nose where the
shock is too weak or too close to the nose where the shock is too strong.
When hypersonic similarity applies, p/p® is proportional to Psh/P_;
therefore, the pressure distribution along the body is given by
62
P = G(n,7)M_ CD, n
P_
2(:+n)
_-.n (5)
For the two-dlmensional case considered i'l this paper equation (5)
becomes
2 __2
2_=p_ G(_)M2Co, j(_) } (6)
This formula indicates that for any given medium the pressure dis-
tributions over blunt slabs at zero angle of attack should correlate on
the parameter K _ M_3CD, n t
_. An approximate study by Chernyi (refs. 9
and lO) has indicated that the function of 7 which should correlate
all blunt-slab results at zero angle of attack regardless of the medium
is _(7 - 1)K; for blunt slabs at angle of at_;ack he found that the
pressure parameter (M_) -2 p - p_ should correlate against the dis-
P_
tance parameter s _3 S
where _ is distance along the body axis.
t CD, n
Lees (ref. 8) has suggested that the blas_,-wave analogy should also
be useful in predicting the flow conditions abc,ut certain classes of power
bodies where the energy in the flow field is i1_creasing at a constant
rate.
The sonic-wedge characteristics method ha_; been applied to each of
the aforementioned cases in order to determine the validity of the blast-
wave analogy in each case.
The Sonic-Wedge Characteristics Method
When a body is traveling through a fluid at supersonic speeds, the
physical properties of the supersonic portion of the flow between the
shock which is produced and the body may be calculated numerically by
application of the method of characteristics iJ the boundaries of this
supersonic region are known. These calculations are possible whether
the flow be considered potential or rotational (ref. 14). In the latter
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case the shock-wave equations are combined with the equations of the
characteristic system to predict the shape of the curved shock as well
as the values of the flow variables in the field behind the shock.
For the case of a body with a blunt leading edge, the supersonic
portion of the flow field behind the shock is bounded by the shock, the
body surface, and the sonic line - that is, the line extending from the
body to the shock which divides the subsonic and supersonic flow regions
and along which the Mach number is unity.
In the two-dimensional cases considered herein, the computations
were simplified by the artifice of replacing the blunt leading edge by
a wedge whose inclination is such that the flow everywhere between the
shock and the surface of this wedge will be sonic. The sonic line is
then a straight line normal to the sonic wedge at the point where this
wedge intersects the body, and the flow at all points along the sonic
line is normal to the sonic line. Where the sonic wedge intersects the
body in question a shoulder is formed and the flow around this shoulder
is governed by the Prandtl-Meyer flow relations. When this Prandtl-Meyer
expansion is considered as occurring in finite steps, an "expansion fan"
is formed and a characteristic net is created by this fan of Mach lines,
their "reflections" from the shock, and subsequent reflections from the
body in question as shown in the following sketch:
\
At the shock, the oblique-shock equations are combined with the char-
acteristic equations and the shock strength at any point is computed so
as to produce conditions behind the shock consistent with the conditions
dictated by the characteristics equations.
In all of the cases considered in this paper the expansion incre-
ments were taken as O.1 ° for the first degree of the expansion and 1°
thereafter until the expansion is completed. In order to improve the
accuracy of the calculations, three iterations were performed at every
point. The characteristic computations were performed on an IBM 704
data processing machine.
It has been called to the authors' attention that the manner in
which entropy variation is handled in the method used for the charac-
teristics computations can introduce cumulative errors which maybecome
significant at large distances from the leading edge. However, the
effects of this inaccuracy on the results presented in this paper are
believed to be insignificant.
RESULTSOFNUMERICALCAIEUIATIONS
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The Blunt Slab in Uniform Flow
The sonlc-wedge characteristics method has been applied to deter-
mine the pressure distribution on a blunt slab situated in a hypersonic
stream as shown in figure l(a). Results for the case of zero angle of
attack for values of 7 of 5/5 and 7/5 and a range of hypersonic Mach
numbers have been presented in references ii to 13. In reference 9,
Chernyi has obtained by an approximate analysis the parameter which
governs the effect of the value of the ratio of specific heats 7 on
the pressures dictated by blast-wave theory. In order to check the
correlating power of this parameter, solutions have been obtained by
the sonic-wedge characteristics method for a blunt slab at zero angle
of attack for Mach numbers of 9.5 and 20 and values of 7 of 6/5, 7/5,
5/3, and 9/5, and the results are presented in figure 2, which presents
the pressure difference ratio plotted against the parameter given by
Chernyi. Although the basic assumptions in the derivation by Chernyi
are more exact as 7 _ i certain steps in the derivation require that
y - I be not too close to O. It is seen in figure 2 that for the higher
values of 7 (5/5 and 9/5) the correlation is excellent. However, for
7 = 7/5 the deviation from correlation is about 3 percent and for
y = 6/5, I0 to 15 percent. Thus the correlation suggests that for the
function of 7 suggested by Chernyi to be valid in application T - I
must be greater than about 1/2. The curve which correlates the results
for the higher values of 7 is
P - Poo
POO
I_ M_3CD_ r l
= 0.187 (_ - i) x/t ]
2/3
- 0.26 (7)
In order to obtain accurate results for T < 5/3 this correlation curve
may be raised slightly by the percentage factor indicated in figure 2.
AFor the case of a blunt plate at angle of attack to a hypersonic
stream, the governing parameter has again been suggested by Chernyi in
references 9 and i0 where he showsthat (M_) -2 p - p_ is a functionP_
of s _3 Results have been obtained by the sonic-wedge character-
t CD,n"
istlcs method for a blunt slab at angle of attack as shownin figure l(b)
for a wide range of Machnumbersand angles of attack and for 7 = 5/3
and 7/5. For this investigation the sonic wedgewas kept alined with
the stream as shownin figure l(b). These results are presented in fig-
ure 3 where it can be seen that the parameter does a fair Job of corre-
lating the pressure distributions on the high-pressure side of the slab(_ _ 0°) but has poor overall success correlating the pressures on the
low-pressure side (_ _ 0°). On the high-pressure side for the lowest
value of M_ presented the deviation from correlation is considerable;
therefore, an attempt was madeto determine whether the distributions
for small angles of attack might be given by a simple linear addition
of the pressure predicted by tangent-wedge theory and the pressure incre-
ment due to a blunt leading edge on a slab at zero angle of attack. If
this were the case, then
p - p_
Poo (P P_'P_')TW = (P P_'P_)Blunt slab (___oo)
(s)
These values are presented in figure 4 for Mach numbers of 9.5
and 20; 7 = 7/5; and _ = 0 °, ±i °, ±3 °, ±5 °, and ±i0 °. As can be seen,
this linear addition does a fair job of predicting the distribution for
angles of attack in the range -i ° _ _ _ +3 ° and any application of
this method must be limited to this range. For values of _ _ 3° how-
ever, the pressure distributions correlate well on the basis of the
parameters indicated by Chernyi; therefore, the entire positive angle-
of-attack range is covered by these methods.
Examples of the shock shapes obtained in this investigation are
presented in figure 5 where it is seen that the shape is independent of
the angles of attack for several leading-edge thicknesses back from the
leading edge of the model for angles of attack up to i0 ° to 20o.
For the positive angles of attack the shock shape must undergo a
transition from the shape induced by the blunt leading edge to the shape
} xinduced by the afterbody which must be of the form _ _. This transi-
tion is seen to begin nearer to the leading edge as the angle of attack
of the afterbody is increased.
lO
Note that the shock shapes are identical for all negative angles
of attack for as far back as the calculations go. This is due to the
fact that for these cases the calculations are terminated before any
reflections from the body downstreamof the shoulder can reach the
shock. The shock shape is therefore a product only of the initial
shoulder expansion fan.
Power Profiles in Uniform Flow
Whenthe hypersonic-flow equations are examined in the light of
blast-wave theory, it is found that flow similarity can exist for bodies
(_) (_)mof the form _ for certain values of the exponent m
2 _ m < l, whereThe range of these permissible values is 3 + n - =
for planar flow and n = 1 for axially symmetric flow. Whenthis simi-
larity exists the shock wave is expected to be of the form - _(_) (_)m
and from equations (4) and (5) it is seen that the pressure distribution
along the body is given by
(ref. 8).
n=O
_ M_2 -2(l-m) (9)
where tan eb is the local body slope.
In order to check the existence of these similarities in the two-
dimensional case, the sonic-wedge characteristics method was applied to
the problem. The bodies considered were of the family
Ybt 2m-l( tan 8s)m(_) m
where 8s is the sonic-wedge angle.
The sonic wedge then starts from the verte_ of the profile in
question and intersects the profile at _ = _ as shown in the sketch
t 2
in figure l(c). Values of m considered were ]/4, 1/2, 2/3, 3/4,
and 7/8 for Mach numbers of 1% 20, and 40 and 7 = 6/5, 7/5, 5/3,
and 9/5.
ii
Some shock shapes obtained by this method are presented in fig-
ure 6. As was previously mentioned, for bodies such that _ _ m _ i
3 -- --
_ . From the blunt-leading-edge
flat-plate studies (corresponding to m = 0), it was found that the
shock shape is given roughly by (_)_ (_)2/3. Therefore, not much
change in shock shape is expected in the range 0 _ m _ _; this, as may
be seen in figure 6, is at least approximately true. For the bodies
such that _ _ m _ i, it is seen that the shape of the shock is a strong
function of the power of the body, so that the type of flow similarity
predicted by blast-wave theory does seem to exist roughly in the cases
considered herein.
The results of the pressure investigation, presented in figure 7,
indicate that as far as surface pressures are concerned, flow similarity
does exist to a certain extent for bodies in the range _ _ m _ i. Also
shown in this figure is the pressure distribution as predicted by tangent-
wedge theory, which is seen to agree very well with the characteristics
results for the m = 7/8 profile and to agree roughly with the distri-
butions obtained for m = 2/3 and 3/4.
It was also found, as shown in figure 8, that even a substantial
change in the value of the ratio of specific heats has little effect
on the rate of pressure decay along the body for all cases considered
herein. The function of gamma shown in the ordinate is that suggested
by first-order tangent-wedge theory for large values of M_ tan _.
For the higher power bodies (m _ 2/3) hypersonic tangent-wedge
theory predicts the pressure distributions quite accurately in the range
in which it would be expected to apply. This fact is shown in figure 9
where the pressure distributions on a typical higher power profile
(m = 3/4) and a typical lower power profile (m = 1/4) are presented for
= 7/5 and several Mach numbers. The abscissa in this figure is the
reciprocal of the hypersonic similarity parameter. While the pressure
distributions for the m = 3/4 profile are seen to correlate well when
plotted against this parameter, no correlation exists for the m = 1/4
profile.
The bodies for which O < m _ 2/3 exhibit no similarity but the
pressure distribution along these bodies may be satisfactorily predicted
12
by a linear addition of the pressures predicted by exact tangent-wedge
theory and the blunt-leading-edge increment cbtained for the slab at
= 0°. As seen in figure lO this linear addition predicts the pressure
distribution quite satisfactorily for the more slender profiles con-
sidered herein (m = 1/2 and 1/4). This suggests that for any slender
convex profile with a blunt leading edge, the pressures may be predicted
by the relation
P_ TW _ IBlunt slab(G_-O°)
where
(p_p Ip'j 
\ P" /Blunt
is the exact tangent-wedge value and
is the pressure increment on a slab (_ = 0 °)
slab(a=O ° )
due to the blunt leading edge; this increment may be obtained from
figure 2.
The Blunt Slab in Nonuniform Flow
Since much hypersonic wind-tunnel testing is done in conical noz-
zles which produce a diverging flow with a pressure gradient along the
nozzle axis, the problem of interpreting results obtained in such a
nozzle is of prime importance. Figure ll ill_strates the problem
encountered by presenting experimental data _tained in a uniform flow
nozzle where the Mach number in the test regic,n was ll.6 and experi-
mental data obtained in a conical-flow nozzle where the Mach number at
the leading edge of the model was ll.6. Both of these sets of data
were obtained on a flat-face slab in the Princeton University helium
_ypersonic tunnel and were taken from figure [) of reference 15. The
data obtained in the conical nozzle are presented twice corresponding
to two methods that have been used in reducing the data obtained in
conical nozzles. These methods correspond to the cases where either
local free-stream static pressure or free-str_am static pressure at the
nose are used to normalize the wall pressures. These methods will be
discussed in more detail later. Also presented in figure ll are the
distributions obtained by the sonic-wedge chazacteristics theory employed
in the present investigation as outlined latex _. Since the characteris-
tics results have been obtained for a sonic-wedge leading edge, the
abscissa in figure ii has been adjusted by the ratio of the nose drag
coefficients as suggested by blast-wave theorF. It may be seen from
figure ii that experimental and theoretical results are in essential
agreement and the problem of the effect of nozzle flow gradients on
measured pressures can assume serious proportions.
13
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In order to examine the effects of these external flow gradients
on the flow field about a blunt slab, the sonic-wedge characteristics
method was applied to this problem as shown in figure l(d).
The nozzle flow field was considered to obey the laws of conical-
source flow. For this type flow, the following equation is obtained
from the area ratio equation
7+i
r i [ 2 1 21 4(T-I)= + _ M
(ii)
where r is the distance from the fictitious origin of the conical-
source flow and r o is the distance from the fictitious flow origin
to the spherical surface along which M = I, as shown in the following
sketch:
Surfaces of constant M
M= i
r n _
M =M n
Differentiating equation (Ii) gives the Mach number gradient as
37-5
(7÷ 1)M5/2 __2 I+ M (12)
where t is the model leading-edge thickness. Equation (12) gives
the Mach number gradient per leading-edge thickness as a function of
14
the local Mach number M, the ratio of specific heats for the test
medium 7, and the characteristic length ro which is now evaluated.
For a given Mach number and Mach number gradient at the leading
edge of a model, designated as M n and M_, respectively, from equa-
tions (ll) and (12) the values for ro/t and rnlt are obtained, where
rn is the value of r at the leading edge. These values are
3_'-5
_o = (7 4(_-1)
t (Mn 2 - l) M_ + l\ + 2
(13)
and
rn _Mn
t Mn 2 - 1
+ _- 1 Mn2 (].4)
For helium (7 = 5/3) equations (15) and (14) reduce to
rO @Mn 3/2
= l
t 5(Mn 2 - l) M_
r__n=_2 Mn(Mn 2 + 3)l__
t 5 Mn 2- i Mi'_
and for air (_ = 715),
._=_ M_3/2 L 6 ,A/2)t "7
r__nn= 2 Mn(Mn 2 + 5)1
t 5 Mn2 - 1 MA
(zs)
(16)
15
Since equation (ii) is at best a quartic in M, the problem was
simplified by taking the Mach number gradient in the flow field beyond
the leading edge as constant and equal to the Mach number gradient at
the leading edge. The Mach number in the undisturbed nozzle flow is
then given by
(17)
where Ar/t = r - rn The extent of the validity of this approximation
t
may be seen in figure 12, where the percentage Mach number change in
the undisturbed flow and the ratio of the local stream static pressure
in the undisturbed flow to the stream static pressure Just ahead of the
model leading edge are plotted against the parameter dictated by equa-
tion (17). The agreement between the exact conical-flow values and the
values obtained by the method used in the present investigation is seen
to be very good up to a value of M_ Ar of about O.1 for 7 = 5/3 and
Mnt
0.05 for _ = 7/5. This indicates that the results presented in this
paper are applicable to true conical-source flow as long as the Mach
number change along the model axis is on the order of one-tenth the
stream Mach number or less.
The flow angle at any point in the undisturbed flow is obtained
from the relation sin 8 = y/r where y is the normal distance from
the flow axis of symmetry. If the X-axis is taken along the flow axis
of symmetry with origin at the model leading edge, then
and
r_= + + (18)
e = tan-l{y/tr _ (19)
In order to determine whether the flow angles present in the test regions
of conical nozzles, though small (usually less than 1°) have any signif-
icant effects on the measured pressures, three characteristics solutions
were obtained for a leading-edge Mach number of ll.5.
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In one case the flow was considered uniform with M' = 0 and 8 = 0
everywhere in the undisturbed stream. The next case considered a pres-
gradient (M_ = 0.02) but neglected flow angularity, consideringsure
e = 0 everywhere in the undisturbed stream. This is the approach that
was taken in reference 16. In the third case the flow field was con-
sidered to have M_ = 0.02 as in the previous case but the flow angle
in the undisturbed stream was taken as given by equation (19). The
results of this investigation, presented in figure 13, show that in the
case considered the effects of the flow divergence on the measured pres-
sure distribution are at least of the same order as the effects of the
pressure gradient. All other results obtained in this investigation,
therefore, consider both the effects of flow angularity and pressure
gradient on the surface pressure distribution.
Numerical results have been obtained for 7 = 5/3 at Mn = lO and 20
and for 7 = 7/5 at M n = 20. Values of M_ of O.O1, 0.02, 0.05, O.lO,
and 0.20 were considered in each case. Thesc_ results are presented in
figures 14 and 15.
Several methods for reducing results obtained in conical nozzles
have been proposed. One method is just to neglect the effects of the
flow gradients and angularity and say simply that
Conical flow Unifcrm flow
(2o)
where Pn is the static pressure just ahead of the nose in a conical-
flow nozzle and p_ is the static pressure _n a uniform-flow nozzle.
As ma_ be seen from figures ii, 13, 14, and 15 the pressure distributions
thus obtained are considerably below the uniform flow pressure distribu-
tions. A second method proposes taking the ratio of the measured pres-
sure to the local stream static pressure in the undisturbed stream PZ"
That is
Conical flow _ "Unif(rm flow
(21)
As maybe seen from figures 14 and 15 this method overcorrects for
the gradient and gives a distribution considerably higher than the
uniform-flow distribution. In both of these methods the deviation from
3A
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the uniform-flow distribution increases as the leading-edge Mach number
decreases, as the magnitude of the gradient increases, or as the distance
from the leading edge increases.
By analogy to the linear addition method used in the power-profile
investigation, a method of linear addition suggests itself in this case.
Here the pressure increment induced by the nozzle pressure gradient should
be added to the uniform-flow pressure distribution. This approach, which
is identical to the "buoyancy" correction used in references 16 and 17
says simply that
(n_)conical flow Uniform flow " "Pn Conical flow (22)
If this approach is correct then when the pressures obtained in
the conical nozzle are adjusted by the subtraction of this increment
the results should agree with the uniform-flow results. That is
( )Conicalflow(P PnPn)
Conical flow
(23)
The pressure distributions obtained for the conical-flow cases and
reduced by this linear addition method are presented in figures 14 and 15
and are seen to be in better agreement with the uniform-flow distribution
than the distributions obtained by the other methods presented for all
cases considered.
Although this correction is satisfactory for the smaller gradient
cases considered, examination of the figures indicates that this correc-
tion is insufficient when the product MnM _ is greater than about 0.5.
It should be mentioned that these large gradients M_ can be encoun-
tered in testing a model with a large leading-edge thickness in a flow
field whose absolute gradient may be small.
Due to the success of blast-wave theory in the correlation of
uniform-flow free-stream blunt-slab results, the idea of modifying the
blast-wave-theory parameters to correlate the conical-flow results was
investigated. The first-order modified pressure relation is given by
18
.P-_ M_2CD, n2/3(_) -2/3
PZ
(24)
These parameters are presented in figure 16 for values of Mn
of lO and 20 and 7 = 5/3. Also shown in this figure for purposes of
comparison is the uncorrected conical-flow distribution for which P/Pn
is plotted against Kn-1 _ 1 x. As may be seen in figure 16 the
Mn3CD, n t
distribution given by equation (21) agrees favorably with the uniform-
flow results for values of _n < 0.05 for Mn = lO and 20.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The pressure distributions on blunt slabs at zero angle of attack
to the flow direction in any testing medium correlate well on the basis
of parameters dictated by blast-wave theory in the range where blast-
wave theory is expected to apply.
For a blunt plate at an angle of attack, the pressure distributions
correlate fairly well on the basis of blast-wave-theory parameters for
values of angle of attack _ _ 3° for Mach nunber M > 5. For values
of _ in the range -1 < _ < 3° the pressure distributions can be sat-
isfactorily predicted by a linear addition of the pressures predicted
by tangent-wedge theory and the pressure increnent induced by the blunt
leading edge on a slab at zero angle of attack. For values of _ < -1 °
attempts to correlate or predict pressure distributions met with little
success.
For a blunt slab at zero angle of attack the shock shapes agree
fairly well with the prediction of blast-wave theory. For positive
angles of attack (_ > 0 °) the shock shapes undergo a transition from
the shape produced by the blunt leading edge to the shape produced by
the wedge-llke afterbody, with this transition starting sooner as
is increased.
The shock shapes produced by profiles of the form Yb = axm do
appear to be proportional to the body shape for 2/3 _ m $ 1 as
19
predicted by blast-wave theory. (The symbols Yb and x are coordi-
nates of the body surface and a is a constant.) There is little
change in the shock shapes produced by power profiles in the range
0 -_<m _-<2/3. Pressure distributions obtained on these power profiles
indicate that flow similarity does exist to a certain extent for bodies
in the range 2/3 _-<m =< 1 as predicted by blast-wave theory. For
0 _-<m _-<2/3 no similarity has been found but the pressure distributions
may be satisfactorily predicted by a linear addition of the pressures
predicted by tangent-wedge theory and the pressure increment induced by
the blunt leading edge on a slab at zero angle of attack. This result
suggests that this method of linear addition should be applicable to
obtain the pressure distribution on any slender convex profile with a
blunt leading edge in a hypersonic stream.
When testing in conical nozzles it should be remembered that the
effects of nozzle flow gradients on measured pressures can assume seri-
ous proportions. A simple and satisfactory method for reducing pres-
sures measured in nozzles with small gradients is the linear addition
of the measured pressures and the static pressure increment due to the
nozzle flow gradient.
When the blast-wave parameters are based on local conditions the
pressure distributions obtained are found to agree with the distributions
encountered in the uniform flow case up to a value of M_ x of about 0.05
M n t
for M n = lO and 20, where Mn and M_ are the Mach number and the Mach
number gradient at the nose of the model, respectively, and t is the
model thickness.
No satisfactory method has been yet found for interpreting results
obtained in flows with large gradients.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Langley Field, Va., July 29, 1960.
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(a) Blunt flat plate at zero angle of attack.
y _f
!
Co
kO
(b) Blunt flat plate at angl._ of attack.
/I
Y f
---m,-- Yb =a xrn
(c) Power profiler
(d) Blunt flat plate in nonuniform flow,
Figure 1.- Sketches illustrating the various models used for the
n_m_erie_l, computations.
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